
1 Lump or 2, 200km 2016                    Peter Watson 

        Five riders turned up at Roger Hawley’s for 1 Lump or 2 this year, which was the first 

time the ride was unsupported. I was the only rider to tackle the 200, the rest of course did 

the 100. I ended up riding most of the way to the first checkpoint with Andrew Bragg.  

We rode in on the Centenary bikeway then headed up the front of Mt Coot-tha. 

Through Bardon then coming out onto Waterworks Road at Ashgrove. Next climb was 

Settlement Road through to Samford Road, then Upper Kedron Road and Cedar Creek 

Road, a couple of right turns brought us onto Lochinvar Road. This road is quite steep and is 

good for keeping the heart rate up! It has several steep pinches. You then get a nice 

downhill to Camp Mountain Road. I waited here for Andrew, he had stopped to remove his 

jacket.  

We followed the bikeway onto Petersen Road and some rough dirt track which got us 

onto Wights Mountain Road. Right turn onto Westbourne Drive. Right at the roundabout and 

then left at Mt Glorious Road. There is about 3 km of “flat” road before the biggest climb of 

the ride up to Mt Glorious. This climb is one of the tougher climbs in the Brisbane area, you 

end up grinding away hoping you’re near the top when you see yellow signs with 15% on 

them! Even when you reach the Mt Nebo intersection it still keeps going up. It was on this 

climb that we had our only incident with a motorcyclist dropping his bike right next to me. He 

had gone over the white line and his tyre lost grip. Fortunately the bike slid away from me 

and the rider uninjured, only a few scrapes and a bent gear lever on the bike. I stopped at 

the Elm Haus Cafe and got my Brevet signed and got some cake then Andrew came along. 

Next to arrive was Mike Clare and we all rode up to the Rainforest Cafe. 

I bid everyone farewell and continued on. There is quite a bit more climbing and some 

descents before the main downhill. I go pretty fast on this one having ridden it heaps of times 

and knowing where I have to have my speed under control. It doesn’t take long and you're at 

the bottom and you need to pedal again. Soon enough I was onto the next hill at Splityard 

Creek Dam, I stopped at the top to take a photo and then off down the hill. Next challenge 

was along the Brisbane Valley Hwy. The part to the Wivenhoe Dam Wall doesn’t have much 

of an edge but the traffic wasn’t to bad. After the wall there is an small edge all the way but 

ripple strip as well. I was glad to come to the Coominya turn off and ride into Coominya 

which was the next Checkpoint. I got some drinks and headed for Lowood for lunch at the 

bakery. This was the flattest part of the ride.  

After a pie and a sausage roll and more drinks it was back on the bike and back into 

the hills, heading over the Marburg Range to Glamorganvale. This is a tough climb with 

several steep sections some with fast downhills between. After Glamorganvale there was a 

section of dirt roads to avoid riding on the Brisbane Valley Highway, I just had to cross onto 

Pine Mountain Road. Pine Mountain Road becomes more undulating the closer you get to 

Ipswich. After a couple more turns and another section of gravel road I came to Kholo 

Gardens the third checkpoint, I thought there must have been a shop here to get my brevet 

signed and get drinks but only saw some people in the car park and got them to sign for me. 

I forgot to fill my water bottles as well but hoped to see a shop along the way but it was not 

to be.  

         Next turn was Kholo Road which goes down to a single lane bridge across the 

Brisbane River after which there is some easy riding before more steep hills appear. It 

seemed to take forever to get to the T intersection at Lake Manchester Road. Along here 

there is one nasty hill that goes straight up. These roads were all new ground for me. The 

next turn was Mount Crosby Road which I thought may be bad to cycle along but it wasn’t 



too bad, the surface was great after some of the other roads I had ridden, there was a small 

edge and the traffic was light, still a few more hills though. Onto Moggill Road then Kenmore 

Road to get to the cycleway and back to Roger’s for some drinks and food. I rode from the 

start to Coominya on two water bottles and ended up riding from Lowood back to Roger’s on 

two also, though could have had more. I have since found there was a shop close to the 

Kholo Interchange. 

 

Stats. 

Distance 201.7 Km,  Avg Speed 23.1, Climbing 3817m, Total Time 10:35 

 

Thanks to Roger for a challenging and interesting ride. 


